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Figure 1. Diverse exemplary clips sampled by our method from our newly collected TED Hands Dataset. The vital frames are visualized to demonstrate that the hand gestures change with the upper body dynamics, synchronously. Best view on screen.

Abstract

Predicting natural and diverse 3D hand gestures from the upper body dynamics is a practical yet challenging task in virtual avatar creation. Previous works usually overlook the asymmetric motions between two hands and generate two hands in a holistic manner, leading to unnatural results. In this work, we introduce a novel bilateral hand disen-tanglement based two-stage 3D hand generation method to achieve natural and diverse 3D hand prediction from body dynamics. In the first stage, we intend to generate natural hand gestures by two hand-disentanglement branches. Considering the asymmetric gestures and motions of two hands, we introduce a Spatial-Residual Memory (SRM) module to model spatial interaction between the body and each hand by residual learning. To enhance the coordination of two hand motions wrt. body dynamics holistically, we then present a Temporal-Motion Memory (TMM) module. TMM can effectively model the temporal association between body dynamics and two hand motions. The second stage is built upon the insight that 3D hand predictions should be non-deterministic given the sequential body postures. Thus, we further diversify our 3D hand predictions based on the initial output from the stage one. Concretely, we propose a Prototypical-Memory Sampling Strategy (PSS) to generate the non-deterministic hand gestures by gradient-based Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art models on the B2H dataset and our newly collected TED Hands dataset. The dataset and code are available at: https://github.com/XingqunQi-lab/Diverse-3D-Hand-Gesture-Prediction.

1. Introduction

Given a sequence of upper body skeletons, our task aims at predicting natural and diverse 3D hand gestures. Such non-verbal body-hand coordination plays an important role in various virtual avatar scenarios, including human-agent interface [13, 17, 35, 40, 41], co-speech gesture synthesis [5, 20, 24, 46, 47], holoportation [29].

However, it is quite difficult to predict the natural and diverse 3D hand gestures due to three major challenges: (1) Spatially asymmetric motions: Asymmetric motions of two hands have been overlooked by previous works [28], e.g., when one hand moves, the other could be static or moving slowly. (2) Temporal consistency wrt. body dynamics: Predicted sequential hand gestures should be temporally consistent with respect to the body dynamics. (3) Non-deterministic hand prediction: Given the upper body dynamics, various 3D hand gestures can match the body postures rather than a deterministic result. Since the existing dataset has only a few avatar identities, the generated hands
often lack diversity.

Due to complex body-hand interaction and asymmetric movements of two hands, directly predicting the natural and diverse 3D hand is rather difficult. Therefore, we propose to address the aforementioned challenges in a prediction followed by a diversification paradigm. To be specific, we propose a novel bilateral hand disentanglement based two-stage method, to generate natural and diverse 3D hand gestures from upper body dynamics.

In the first stage, we aim to predict the natural 3D hand gestures. Our key insight is to establish the bilateral hand disentanglement for asymmetric motions of two hands. We construct two hand-disentangled branches that interact with a body-specific branch to initially predict natural 3D hands. Here, we leverage a single-hand autoencoder to extract each hand feature respectively, thus achieving the effects of two hands disentanglement. Furthermore, we propose a Spatial-Residual Memory (SRM) module to model the spatial relation between the body and each hand via residual learning. Specifically, we employ a spatial memory bank to store the spatial residual deformation representations of each hand. Then, we leverage the current upper body embedding as a query to retrieve the most relevant spatial residual deformation. The queried spatial residual deformation and the synchronized hand embedding vector are used to generate the next step hand representation.

To ensure the motions of both hands are temporally consistent with the upper body sequence, we present a Temporal-Motion Memory (TMM) module. TMM models the correlation between body dynamics and hand gestures. Similar to SRM, we utilize a temporal memory bank to store the motion features of each hand at the sequence level. Moreover, we employ a motion encoder to acquire the input body dynamics representation, and then use the body dynamics representation as a query to produce temporally consistent hand motion features. In this fashion, we can effectively synchronize hand motions with body dynamics.

In the second stage, we develop a Prototypical-Memory Sampling Strategy (PSS) to diversify our initial 3D hand prediction, thus obtaining natural and diverse hand gestures. Here, we leverage an external memory that stores realistic hand prototypes, and then search a prototype that is closest to our initial predicted hands. Once we obtain the prototype, we project it into the feature space. To increase the diversity while preserving the authenticity of generated hand gestures, we perturb the prototype feature via gradient-based Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling [23]. Specifically, a random noise is first sampled from a Gaussian distribution as a prior perturbation and then we update its posterior via Langevin dynamics based MCMC [4, 27]. Then, the perturbation is concatenated with the prototype feature to produce realistic new hand gestures.

Moreover, the existing 3D hand prediction dataset [28] contains less than 10 avatar identities, resulting in insufficient diversity of gestures. Therefore, we newly collect a large-scale 3D hand gestures dataset (dubbed TED Hands) with more than 1.7K avatar identities from in-the-wild scenarios. Our dataset contains around 100 hours of TED talk speeches, enabling research on diverse 3D hand gesture predictions. Extensive experiments conducted on the B2H dataset [28] and our TED Hands dataset demonstrate our method outperforms the state-of-the-art.

Overall, our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel bilateral hand disentanglement based two-stage 3D hand generation method to predict diverse 3D hand gestures from body dynamics in a prediction followed by diversification paradigm.

• We present a Spatial-Residual Memory (SRM) module to predict authentic hand poses from disentangled hand representations and a Temporal-Motion Memory (TMM) module to ensure temporal consistency of generated 3D hands.

• We design a Prototypical-Memory Sampling Strategy (PSS) to diversify our initial 3D hand prediction, thus obtaining natural and diverse hand gestures.

• We collect a new large-scale sequential 3D hand dataset from 1.7K persons’ hand gestures, significantly facilitating research on diverse 3D hands generation.

2. Related Work

Since our method predicts the 3D hand motions from upper body skeletons, we briefly review the approaches of 3D hand pose estimation and 3D human motion prediction.

3D hand pose estimation: 3D hand estimation has received impressive attention for its wide applications in virtual reality, augmented reality, and robotics. Recently, parametric 3D hand model MANO [33] and various mocap-captured 3D hand datasets [2, 9, 26, 52] significantly improve the performance of 3D hand pose estimation from the single image [6, 18, 32, 37, 49, 51]. Among various image-based 3D hand estimation approaches, transformer-based models [10, 18, 21] have demonstrated outstanding performance. For instance, Li et al. [18] propose an interacting attention graph transformer to estimate two-hand poses from a single image. Shreyas et al. [10] present a hand keypoint based transformer combined with convolutional networks to establish the association among different joints.

Since our task aims to predict the 3D hand motions from upper body skeletons, these single-image-based methods [10, 18, 21] cannot be directly employed. However, their excellent performance in 3D hand estimation inspires us to model the body-hand interaction via transformer-based architectures. Besides, Ng et al. [28] generate the hand gestures from body dynamics in a holistic manner. As the
asymmetric motions of two hands, their method might produce some unnatural hand gestures. This also motivates us to disentangle two hands in hand pose estimation and then synchronize two-hands motions.

**3D human motion prediction:** Predicting human future motions from existing 3D poses has been widely studied [1, 8, 19, 25, 39]. Wang et al. [39] leverage a multi-range transformer that attends learn local-global features for multi-person motion prediction. Bouazizi et al. [1] introduce a multi-layer perception based human motion prediction network to learn spatio-temporal pose relation. Due to the similar nature between 3D human motion prediction and hand pose prediction, these models [1, 8, 19, 25, 39] can be easily adopted as our baselines. Moreover, we notice that memory based networks [3, 42, 43, 48] achieve promising performance in long-sequence modeling tasks. Motivated by this, we introduce external memories into our network to facilitate our long-range hand pose generation.

### 3. Proposed Method

#### 3.1. Problem Formulation

Given a sequence of 3D upper body skeletons \( B = \{b^t\}_{t=0}^T \), our goal is to predict the natural and diverse 3D hand poses \( H = \{h^t\}_{t=0}^T \), where \( T \) is the sequence length. Specifically, we define each step body skeleton (i.e., collars, shoulders, elbows, and wrists) \( b^t \in \mathbb{R}^{24} \) as 8 joints. Each joint is represented by a 3D axis-angle representation. Meanwhile, the 3D hand pose at time \( t \), \( h^t \in \mathbb{R}^{90} \), is described as 30 joints with 3D axis-angle representation.

#### 3.2. Stage One: Natural Hand Prediction

Due to complex body-hand interaction and asymmetric motions of two hands, we leverage the bilateral hand disentanglement branches and a body-specific branch to generate the natural 3D hands. Specifically, as depicted in Fig. 2 (stage one), our method mainly consists of a Bilateral Hand Disentanglement (BHD) module, a Spatial-Residual Memory (SRM) module, a Temporal-Motion Memory (TMM) module, and a transformer-based backbone. Firstly, we leverage a body encoder to obtain the body features \( F_B = \{F^t_B\}_{t=0}^T \), where \( F^t_B \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times C} \) denotes a body feature at time \( t \), and \( C \) is the feature dimension. Then, the body features are disentangled by BHD to acquire the single hand features \( F_{SH} = \{F^t_{SH}\}_{t=0}^T \) \( F^t_{SH} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times C} \). Considering the asymmetry motions of two hands, we exploit SRM to model the spatial interaction between the body and each hand, respectively. Besides, we further develop TMM to keep the two hand gestures temporal consistent with body dynamics.

**Bilateral Hand Disentangle Module:** Due to the asymmetric motions of two hands, we employ a single hand autoencoder as the feature extractor to disentangle two hands. We firstly train an autoencoder on 3D single hands. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), we then utilize a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to project the body features into the single hand features \( F_{SH} \). To ensure these single hand features represent each disentangled hand separately, we conduct the feature level and 3D representation level constraints by the single hand autoencoder, as follows:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{dis} = \|F^t_{SH} - \hat{F}^t_{SH}\|_1 + \|\mathcal{D}(\hat{F}^t_{SH}) - \mathcal{D}(F^t_{SH})\|_1,
\]

where \( \hat{F}^t_{SH} \) denotes reconstructed hand feature at time \( t \), and \( \mathcal{D} \) is the pre-trained decoder.

**Spatial-Residual Memory Module:** After obtaining the disentangled single hand features, we introduce a Spatial-
Residual Memory (SRM) module to model the spatial interaction between the body and each hand by residual learning. As illustrated in Fig. 3 (b), we leverage a spatial memory bank to store the spatial residual deformation representation between the current hand feature and the next step hand feature. Initially, each slot of the spatial memory bank is randomized as $m_j \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times C}$, where $j$ denotes slot index. To model the body-hand correlation, the current body feature is exploited as a query to retrieve the most relevant memory slot by calculating the cosine similarity. In particular, we represent the relevance between the query and memory slots via cosine similarity. Then we acquire the learnable spatial residual deformation $F_{SH}^t$ by aggregation between the slot-wise affinity matrix and each memory slot. We apply the above reading process to allow gradient back-propagation. In the training phase, we utilize the current hand feature to update the retrieved memory slot as $m_r = \gamma m_r + (1 - \gamma) F_{SH}^t$, where $\gamma = 0.8$ in our experiments.

Different from obtaining the next hand feature by simple addition between the spatial residual deformation and current hand feature, we claim the spatial residual deformation refers to local spatial dependency from the current feature to the next time feature. This spatial dependency $S$ is formulated as:

$$S_{t+1}^t = \text{softmax}(F_{SH}^t F_{SH}^t)' \otimes F_{SH}^t,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\otimes$ indicates matrix multiplication, and $'$ indicates the transpose operation. With the help of the spatial dependency, the next step hand feature is represented as $F_{SH}^{t+1} = F_{SH}^t + F_{SH}^t \otimes S_{t+1}^t$. Through SRM, we obtain the spatial-enhanced single-hand feature.

**Temporal-Motion Memory Module:** We further propose a Temporal-Motion Memory (TMM) module to ensure the single hand motions consistent with the body dynamics, globally. As depicted in Fig. 3 (c), we develop a motion encoder to obtain the sequence-aware body motion embedding as $F_{BM} \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times 1}$. Here, we use body motion embedding to represent temporal changes among body skeletons in a sequence. Then, we leverage the body motion embedding as a query to retrieve the most consistent single hand motion embedding $F_{SHM} \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times 1}$ stored in a temporal memory bank. The initialization and reading processes of the temporal memory bank are similar to SRM. We utilize the body motion embedding to update the retrieved slot of the temporal memory bank in the same manner as SRM.

Afterward, we utilize the retrieved hand motion embedding to boost the body-hand temporal consistency. Specifically, we leverage the retrieved temporal embedding to represent the temporal correlation of hand gesture changes in a sequence. Then, the temporal-consistent enhanced sequential hand gestures are attained by: $F_{SHM} = F_{SH} + F_{SH} \odot \text{softmax}(F_{SHM})$, where $\odot$ means dot product.

**Transformer-based Backbone:** As illustrated in Fig. 2 (stage one), to further enhance the body-hand interaction, we construct the bilateral hand disentanglement branches that interact with a body-specific branch to predict 3D hands. In particular, we introduce a body-specific transformer to generate body features as query $Q$. Then, through 3 times Multi-Head Attention (MHA) [38], we use $Q$ to match the key features $K$ and value features $V$ in each hand transformer branch, respectively.

Furthermore, we feed the concatenation of bilateral hand features into an MLP, thus obtaining the merged two-hand features. Similarly, we conduct 3 times MHA in the transformer-based decoder. This encourages the merged two-hand features to be more temporal consistent with body dynamics, holistically. At the end of the decoder, we adopt two fully-connected layers to obtain the 3D two hands sequence. Additionally, similar to [28], we employ a motion discriminator to ensure the natural and continuous initial prediction at stage one.

### 3.3. Stage Two: Diverse Sampling

We leverage a Prototypical-Memory Sampling Strategy (PSS) to achieve hands diversification based on our initial predictions from stage one. Specifically, we first con-
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Figure 3. Details of three sub-modules in the first stage. For brevity, we only show them in terms of single-branch view.
struct a prototypical memory to store the realistic two hands prototypes. Then, we obtain the retrieved realistic prototype representation based on the initial prediction at stage one. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 2 (stage two), we propose a sampling header to obtain the hand-informative perturbation via gradient-based Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Finally, we concatenate the retrieved realistic hand prototype representation and perturbation to generate the diverse 3D two hands.

**Hands Prototypical Memory Construction:** Inspired by [50], we reformulate the two hands diversification as a generation task. Instead of directly sampling the prior of the perturbation from the isotropic Gaussian distribution [7, 11, 16, 36], we assume the sampling space follows a learnable realistic prior distribution [30, 31, 50]. Since the existing 3D hand prediction dataset is noisy due to the automated annotation process, we propose a prototypical memory bank to store the realistic hand prototype representations encoded from real 3D hands. These 3D hands are captured from a studio-based mocap-captured dataset, named BEAT [22]. The reading and updating strategies of hands prototypical memory are the same as TMM.

**Gradient-based MCMC Sampling:** We exploit the retrieved hand prototype representation concatenated with sampled perturbation vector \( w \) to predict the diverse hand gestures. Given the observed 3D two hands \( h \in \mathbb{R}^{90} \), the \( \tilde{h} \) is expressed as:

\[
\tilde{h} = R_\theta(h, w) + \epsilon, \quad w \sim p_\alpha(w), \quad \epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0,\sigma^2 I),
\]

where \( p_\alpha(w) \) is the prior distribution of perturbation with parameters \( \alpha \), and \( \epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0,\sigma^2 I) \) is the observation noise of hand gestures with \( \sigma \) being given, \( R_\theta \) is the generation model with parameters \( \theta \).

Inspired by [11], we leverage an MLP-based sampling header \( S_\alpha(w) \) to model the diversification sampling process, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (stage two). The prior distribution of perturbation is initialized from an isotropic Gaussian reference distribution, expressed as:

\[
p_\alpha(w) \propto \exp \left[ -S_\alpha(w) - \frac{1}{2\sigma_w^2} ||w||^2 \right],
\]

where the \( M_\alpha(w) = S_\alpha(w) + \frac{1}{2\sigma_w^2} ||w||^2 \) is defined as the whole sampling function, and \( \alpha \) is the learnable parameters of sampling header. The hyperparameter \( \sigma_w \) denotes the standard deviation. For notation simplicity, let \( \beta = \{\theta, \alpha\} \). For the \( i \) th sample in a training mini-batch with size \( n \), the log-likelihood function of \( \beta \) is defined as:

\[
L(\beta) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log \left[ \int p_\alpha(w_i)p_\theta(\tilde{h}_i|h_i, w_i)dw_i \right].
\]

Thus the gradient of \( L(\beta) \) is computed as:

\[
\nabla L(\beta) = E_{p_\beta(w|h, h)} \left[ \nabla_\alpha \log p_\alpha(w) + \nabla_\theta \log p_\theta(\tilde{h}|h, w) \right].
\]

The intractable expectation term \( E_{p}(\cdot) \) in Eq. (6) is approximately solved by a gradient-based MCMC (Langevin dynamics) [4, 27]. In particular, the initial state of perturbation \( p_\theta(w) \) is sampled from the Gaussian distribution. Through MCMC, the perturbation from the prior distribution and posterior distribution are represented as \( \{w_i^-\} \) and \( \{w_i^+\} \), respectively. The detailed calculation process is in [27]. Therefore, the gradients of the generation model and sampling header are updated by:

\[
\nabla_\theta R_\theta = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{1}{\sigma_\epsilon^2} (\tilde{h}_i - R_\theta(h_i, w_i^+)) \nabla_\theta R_\theta(h_i, w_i^+) \right],
\]

\[
\nabla_\alpha S_\alpha = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \nabla_\alpha S_\alpha(w_i^-) \right] - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \nabla_\alpha S_\alpha(w_i^+) .
\]

3.4. Objective Functions

In stage one, we apply the following loss functions to constrain the initial prediction process of hand gestures.

**Reconstruction Loss:** We use the ground truth to supervise the predicted two hands as \( L_{\text{rec}} = ||\mathcal{H} - \tilde{\mathcal{H}}||_1 \), where \( \mathcal{H} \) denotes generated hands.

**Perceptual Loss:** Inspired by [15], we leverage the studio-based 3D hands dataset BEAT to pre-train an MLP-based autoencoder as a feature extractor \( \phi(\cdot) \). We utilize the \( L1 \) loss to constrain the difference between the extracted features of \( \mathcal{H} \) and \( \tilde{\mathcal{H}} \), as formulated: \( L_{\text{per}} = ||\phi(\mathcal{H}) - \phi(\tilde{\mathcal{H}})||_1 \).

**Adversarial Learning:** Following the configuration of [28], we employ the adversarial training loss as:

\[
L_{\text{adv}} = E_{\mathcal{H}} \left[ \log D(\mathcal{H}) \right] + E_{\tilde{\mathcal{H}}} \left[ \log(1 - G(\tilde{\mathcal{H}})) \right],
\]

where \( D \) denotes the discriminator and \( G \) means hands generator. Finally, the overall objective in stage one is:

\[
\min_G \max_D L_{\text{total}} = L_{\text{rec}} + L_{\text{adv}} + L_{\text{per}} + 0.5L_{\text{dis}},
\]

where \( L_{\text{dis}} \) denotes disentanglement constraint in Eq. (11).

In the second stage, the overall objective to train our model is defined as follows:

\[
L_{\text{total}} = ||h - R_\theta(h, w^+)||_1 ,
\]

where \( w^+ \) is the posterior distribution of the perturbation. We conduct the frame-level diversification based on the initial prediction at stage one. To ensure temporal smoothness, we further apply temporal smoothness [45] to the diversified 3D hand gestures as a post processing.
Table 1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on B2H dataset and our proposed TED Hands dataset of the first stage initial prediction. ↓ indicates the lower the better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>B2H Dataset [28]</th>
<th>TED Hands Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2↓</td>
<td>FHD↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT [39]</td>
<td>3.634</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotionMixer [1]</td>
<td>3.616</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPGSN [19]</td>
<td>3.656</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours (stage one)</td>
<td>3.420</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Sampling experiment results on B2H dataset. ↓ indicates the lower the better, and ↑ indicates the higher the better. ± means 95% confidence interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>FHD↓</th>
<th>Diversity↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body2hands [28] w/ PSS</td>
<td>2.504</td>
<td>0.497±0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT [39] w/ PSS</td>
<td>1.982</td>
<td>0.693±0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTM [8] w/ PSS</td>
<td>2.379</td>
<td>0.703±0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTD [25] w/ PSS</td>
<td>1.893</td>
<td>0.577±0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotionMixer [1] w/ PSS</td>
<td>2.169</td>
<td>0.869±0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPGSN [19] w/ PSS</td>
<td>2.004</td>
<td>0.874±0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours w/ VAE [36]</td>
<td>1.617</td>
<td>1.001±0.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ours (stage two) 1.239 1.324±0.066

Table 3. Sampling experiment results on our proposed TED Hands dataset. ↓ indicates the lower the better, and ↑ indicates the higher the better. ± means 95% confidence interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>FHD↓</th>
<th>Diversity↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body2hands [28] w/ PSS</td>
<td>2.005</td>
<td>2.705±1.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRT [39] w/ PSS</td>
<td>1.188</td>
<td>4.954±2.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTM [8] w/ PSS</td>
<td>1.224</td>
<td>3.632±1.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTD [25] w/ PSS</td>
<td>1.385</td>
<td>2.851±1.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotionMixer [1] w/ PSS</td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>3.487±0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPGSN [19] w/ PSS</td>
<td>1.565</td>
<td>3.812±0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours w/ VAE [36]</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>4.018±0.190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ours (stage two) 0.938 6.426±0.300

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Experimental Setting

B2H Dataset: The B2H dataset [28] is automatically annotated by a monocular-based 3D pose estimation model [44], including the gestures of 8 speakers from in-the-wild talk show videos. In the original B2H dataset, there are more than 139K sequences. Each sequence includes 64 frames, with 32 frames overlapping between every two sequences. However, due to the noisiness and unavailable videos, we obtain 120,188 sequences finally. In our work, we adopt the same division criteria as [28] to split the training and testing dataset.

TED Hands Dataset: Due to the limited avatar identities in the existing 3D hand prediction dataset, we newly collect a large-scale 3D hands dataset (dubbed TED Hands) based on the TED Gesture [46, 47]. The original TED Gesture dataset only contains 10 upper body joints without elaborate fingers of two hands. Hence, we leverage a state-of-the-art 3D pose estimator FrankMocap [34] to extract the whole body-hand joints as pseudo ground truth from the video links provided by TED Gesture. Concretely, each joint of our dataset is normalized as the 3D axis-angle representation in a fixed kinematic structure [33]. In this fashion, our dataset is invariant to root joint motion and body shape. Finally, we acquired the 134,456 sequences from 1,755 different speakers, with 99.6 hours of TED talking speeches. Each sequence includes 64 frames without overlap. We randomly split the dataset into the 70% training set, 10% validation set, and 20% testing set. Please refer to the supplementary material for more details.

Implementation Details: Our model is implemented on the PyTorch platform with 2 NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPUs. We train the model utilizing Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.003. The whole training takes 30 epochs with a batch size of 64. We set \( \sigma_e = 1 \) in Eq. (3), and \( \sigma_w = 1 \) in Eq. (4).

Evaluation Metrics: To fully evaluate the naturalness of initial predictions at stage one and the diversity of sampled hand gestures at stage two, we employ various metrics:

- **L2 Distance**: Distance between the generated whole two hand poses and pseudo ground truth.

- **FHD**: Inspired by FGD [46, 47], we propose a hand-specific metric (named FHD) to measure the Fréchet distance between the features of generated hands and pseudo ground truth. The feature extractors of FHD are pre-trained by B2H and TED Hands datasets, respectively.

- **MPJRE**: We leverage the Mean Per Joint Rotation Error [6] (MPJRE) [14] to measure the absolute distance between predicted 3D representation joints and pseudo ground truth.

- **Diversity**: To verify the diversity of sampled hand gestures, we calculate the average feature distance between 500 random combined sequential pairs [20, 24]. The feature extractor is the same as FHD.
### 4.2. Quantitative Results

#### Comparisons with the state-of-the-art:
We compare our method with the pioneering 3D hands prediction work, named Body2hands [28]. Moreover, to fully verify the superiority of our method, we implement various state-of-the-art (SOTA) human motion prediction models: MTR [39], BTM [8], LTD [25], MotionMixer [1], and SPGSN [19]. For fair comparisons, all methods are implemented by source codes or pre-trained models released by authors. Since the above counterparts are designed without the diversification setting, the comparison is divided into two parts.

In the first part, we leverage our stage one initial prediction to compare with other competitors. We adopt the $L_2$ distance, FHD, and MPJRE to provide a well-rounded view of comparisons. As reported in Tab. 1, our method outperforms all the counterparts by a large margin. Remarkably, our method achieves the lowest FHD and MPJRE scores on both datasets. Concretely, on FHD scores of the TED Hands dataset, our method performs even 70.6% lower than the optimal results of other competitors (e.g., (0.877 - 0.258)/0.877 ≈ 70.6%).

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the diversification process in our method, we compare the diversified results based on the various predictions from above mentioned competitive methods. Meanwhile, we replace our MCMC-based sampling strategy with CVAE [36] to diversify our initial prediction at stage one. We exploit the FHD and Diversity metrics in the second part. As shown in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, our method achieves superior performance from the perspective of diversity. Although the FHD is slightly worse than stage one due to the sampled perturbation, our method still achieves the optimal result. Compared with CVAE, our method effectively avoids the potential posterior collapse problem [12]. Moreover, we observe that the diversity scores on our TED Hands dataset are much higher than the B2H dataset with all the counterparts. It applies that our newly collected TED Hands dataset includes more diverse hand gestures.

#### Ablation Study:
We further conduct the ablation study based on stage one to verify the effectiveness of each module and different loss functions, as indicated in Tab. 4. The baseline model is implemented by a simple transformer-based pipeline without bilateral hand branches. Our full model adopts the bilateral hand branches interacting with a body-specific transformer to produce the 3D hand gestures.

As shown in Tab. 4, all combinations of the different loss functions and components have positive impacts on 3D hand predictions. The most complete combination attains the best results. Even though we directly construct the bilateral branches without disentanglement constraints (i.e., $L_{dis}$) as full model, our method achieves comparable performance against the simple baseline. This indicates the global body-hand interaction are effectively modeled by bilateral hand transformers and a body-specific transformer. Then, we observe that after adding the loss functions $L_{dis}$ and $L_{perc}$, the performance of our method is significantly improved, especially in MPJRE scores on both datasets (e.g., 10.250 → 9.508 on TED Hands).

To verify the effectiveness of SRM and TMM, we conduct plenty of experiments on both datasets. As reported in Tab. 4, when we first employ the SRM, our method achieves the lower $L_2$ distance and FHD scores on both datasets. Then, after adding TMM, our method achieves the best performance. This result proves that TMM effectively models the body-hand temporal association. Besides, we find that when TMM is adopted before SRM, the model performance decreases slightly (the third row from bottom to top in Tab. 4). This corresponds to both TMM and transformer-based backbone (i.e. body-transformer, bilateral hand branches) focus on modeling the body-hand temporal correlation. Both of them encourage the two hands to be more temporal consistent with body dynamics. Employing the SRM between them leads to worse spatial-temporal modeling for body-hand interaction.

Moreover, we conduct experiments that the parameter weights of bilateral hand transformers are shared. As shown in Tab. 4 (the second row from bottom to top), the per-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Variations</th>
<th>B2H Dataset [28]</th>
<th>TED Hands Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{dis}$</td>
<td>$L_{perc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Qualitative Evaluation

**User Study:** To further analyze the visual quality of the predicted 3D hand gestures by different methods, we recruit 15 volunteers to participate in the user study. We take the naturalness, smoothness, and body-hand temporal consistency as three evaluation perceptions and the range of grades is from 0 to 5 (the higher, the better). The statistical results are reported in Fig. 5. Our method shows the best performance in all three metrics. Especially in the naturalness and body-hand temporal consistency, our method achieves remarkable advantages among all the methods due to the body-hand interaction modeling by SRM and TMM.

**Visualization:** To fully verify the performance of our method, we show the visualization of generated 3D hands from the first and second stages, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 4, we compare our initial predictions (from stage one) with various SOTA approaches. The avatars are rendered from ground truth speakers in B2H and TED Hands datasets. We observe that Body2hands, BTM, and LTD generate unreasonable hand gestures (e.g., in the third row of Body2hands, left-hand gestures of avatar). MRT, MotionMixer, and SPGSN predict the natural results, but the finger gestures are less consistent with the upper body dynamics. In contrast, our method successfully predicts the perceptually convincing 3D hand gestures from the body dynamics. This supports our key insight to build the bilateral hand disentanglement branches since the asymmetric motions of two hands. We further visualize the diversification results generated by our method at stage two. As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4, with the same upper body dynamics as input, our method obtains the natural and diverse 3D hand gestures on B2H and TED Hands datasets, respectively. Please refer to the supplementary material for more visualization results.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel bilateral hand disentanglement based two-stage method towards natural and diverse 3D hand prediction from body dynamics. In the first stage, upon the bilateral hand branches, we fully take advantage of the spatial-temporal body-hand interaction for generating natural initial 3D hand gestures. Then, in the second stage, we further diversify our natural initial 3D hand gestures by gradient-based markov chain monte carlo sampling. Extensive experiments conducted on B2H and our newly collected TED Hands datasets demonstrate the superiority of our method. As our method aims at generating diverse 3D avatar hand postures, in future work, we will investigate sampling diverse 3D hand gestures with temporal smoothness, instead of frame-wise sampling.
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